We present an abstraction refinement algorithm for model checking of safety properties that relies exclusively on a SAT solver for checking the abstract model, testing abstract counterexamples on the concrete model, and refinement. Model checking of the abstractions is based on bounded model checking extended with checks for the existence of simple paths that help in deciding passing properties. All minimum-length spurious counterexamples are eliminated in one refinement step by a procedure that combines the analysis of the conflict dependency graph produced by the SAT solver while looking for concrete counterexamples with an effective abstraction minimization procedure.
Introduction
Model checking [CGP99] is an algorithmic approach to the verification of properties of reactive systems, which has been successfully applied to both hardware and software. Since model checking entails the exploration of a potentially very large state space, the alleviation of the so-called state explosion problem has been the object of much research. On the one hand, techniques have been developed that allow models with hundreds of state variables to be analyzed directly. On the other hand, abstraction has been used to allow the model checker to draw conclusions on the original, concrete model by examining a simpler, abstract one.
For systems with many state variables and many transitions, the symbolic approach has proved crucial. In symbolic model checking, sets of states and transition are described by their characteristic functions. Various forms of representation have been used for these functions, the most popular being Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) [Bry86] , and Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF). 
Classical BDD-based model checking [McM94] is based on the computation of fixpoints. For instance, the reachable states of a model are computed as the least fixpoint of the function v 4 y e , which adds the successors of the states in to the initial states. Both the set of states and the successor relation are stored as BDDs. The fixpoint computation converges in a number of iterations that equals the maximum distance of a reachable state from the initial states. Checking for convergence is made easy by the strong canonicity of BDDs (identical sets share the same representation). BDD-based model checking can therefore prove properties almost as easily as it can disprove them.
Bounded Model Checking (BMC) [BCCZ99] , on the other hand, formulates the reachability test as a series of satisfiability (SAT) checks for paths of bounded length. (To see if a path of length to a set of states exists, the transition relation is unrolled times.) For finite systems the process must eventually terminate: the length of the shortest path between two states cannot exceed the number of states. Hence, if no path is found with length up to the number of states, the target states are known to be unreachable. This observation, however, does not help for the kind of models that one encounters in practice. The diameter of the state graph would give a much better bound on , but, unfortunately, it is hard to compute [BCCZ99] . For this reason, BMC has come to be regarded as an excellent debugging (as opposed to verification) technique. That is, classical BMC is particularly adept at finding counterexamples, but ill-suited to prove their absence.
The ability demonstrated by BMC to deal with models beyond the reach of BDD-based methods has sparked interest in the use of CNF and SAT for proof as well as refutation. Two main approaches have been pursued: The replacement of BDDs with CNF formulae in the fixpoint computation [ABE00, WBCG00, McM02] , and the development of more effective termination criteria for BMC.
The opportunity of replacing BDDs with CNF formulae can be argued on the grounds that canonicity of representation makes BDDs somewhat inflexible. Hence, some functions that admit compact representations in CNF have exceedingly large BDDs. However, the inflexibility argument can also be used against CNF, and memoization techniques are more effective for BDDs. In fact, to date, CNF-based fixpoint computation has not demonstrated a consistent advantage over the classical BDD-based one. One may argue that the main reason for the success of BMC in finding counterexamples lies in its avoidance of the needless computation and storage of reachable states that are not on the error trace.
Several proposals have been made to improve BMC's ability to prove the nonexistence of a path. It is straightforward to check for inductive invariants, since it only entails checking for the existence of a transition from a state that satisfies the invariant to one that does not. An extension of the inductive approach has been presented in [SSS00] , in which termination occurs as soon as the length of the path reaches the length of the longest simple path from an initial state, or to a target state. A recent paper [McM03] proposes the analysis of the unsatisfiable formulae to allow termination when the reverse sequential depth of the model is reached.
Early termination in BMC requires additional checks beyond the one for the existence of paths of certain lengths. These checks translate into more clauses in the CNF formulae whose satisfiability has to be established. For the approach of [SSS00] , the number of extra clauses is quadratic in the length of the path. As a result, it is not surprising that finding counterexamples is slower than with pure BMC. The extra cost, however, appears to be worth paying, since it increases substantially the fraction of passing properties that can be decided. Unfortunately, there remain instances for which the additional termination tests are too expensive. Consider the model illustrated in Fig. 1 . It has u ® ° ± states, one of which is initial (² ). The , respectively. The target state remains unreachable in this model, and the forward sequential depth is still 2; however, the longest simple path and the sequential depth are reduced. Though in general there is no guarantee that abstraction will shorten or even not lengthen the longest simple paths, or the shortest paths, this example illustrates how abstraction may help BMC,
especially for passing properties. Abstraction and BMC have been combined in more than one recent work, especially in the context of abstraction refinement. In abstraction refinement [Kur94] , one starts with a coarse abstraction of the given, concrete model and keeps refining it until the property is decided. For universal properties like the reachability properties that are the focus of this paper, this often means that the abstract models simulate the concrete one [Mil71] , and that either the property is shown to hold on an abstract model, or a counterexample is found in the concrete one. In [WHL× 01,CGKS02,CCK× 02,WLJ× 03] BMC is used to check whether counterexamples found in the abstract models can be concretized, that is, whether a counterexample can be found in the concrete model that is mapped by the abstraction onto the abstract counterexample. The first three of these methods also analyze the failed concretization test to guide the refinement. Therefore, they represent instances of counterexample-guided abstraction refinement. On the other hand, [WLJ× 03 ] analyzes the abstract model to decide how to refine it. Yet another approach is the one of [MA03] , in which the abstract model is derived from a failing BMC run on the concrete model. This reversal of the customary order is attractive for those frequent cases in which paths of moderate length can be easily checked on the concrete model.
One common trait of the approaches to abstraction refinement mentioned so far is the application of a BDD-based model checker to the abstract models, and of SAT solvers to the concrete ones. By contrast, the objective of this paper is to explore what can be achieved with a SAT solver as the only decision procedure in the abstraction refinement framework. The rationale for combining BDDs and SAT is that each is well-suited to the task assigned to it: The SAT solver is good at checking the existence of a path of a given length in a large model, whereas the BDD-based model checker is better at proving the absence of certain paths, regardless of their lengths, in a model of moderate size. This observation is certainly well motivated when one regards the models for which abstraction refinement results have been reported in the literature; their sizes rarely exceed 1,000 binary state variables. As the models grow larger, however, we expect an approach purely based on SAT to become more competitive. Therefore, our goal is to eventually being able to switch between BDD-based model checking and SAT-based techniques for the analysis of the concrete model. In this paper we report on a significant step in that direction by presenting an algorithm for abstraction refinement that is purely based on SAT.
Our approach is similar to the ones discussed so far in the fact that abstractions are obtained by removing part of the state variables of the model; refinement then consists of reinstating some of the removed variables. The algorithm has three major components: the decision procedure for the abstract model is the one of [SSS00] , which has already been mentioned. The second component-the choice of the refinement-combines elements of [WLJ× 03] and [CCK× 02]. Like the former, it addresses all the abstract counterexamples at once; like the latter, it analyzes the conflict dependency graph of the failed concretization test to derive a set of candidate state variables from which the ones that will be added to the abstract model
are chosen. Finally, the third component is a heuristic procedure for abstraction minimization. This minimization is quite important in our approach, because the simultaneous elimination of all spurious counterexamples of a certain length tends to generate large sets of candidate variables. Our experimental evaluation of the SAT-based abstraction refinement algorithm compared it to both BMC (with and without early termination checks for passing properties) and to the best abstraction refinement algorithm available to us [WLJå 03]. The results, discussed in Section 4, show that the new approach, though not uniformly superior, is more robust than the others, and is especially promising for the more challenging problems. We assume that the transition relation is given as the composition of elementary relations. If
Preliminaries
, our assumption amounts to writing:
We consider the case of a sequential circuit, in which the variables in ö are associated with the primary inputs and the outputs of the combinational logic gates of the circuit; the variables in is reachable. In the sequel we restrict ourselves to v -regular safety properties, and assume that the given open system already incorporates the property automaton. This assumption allows us to identify the property with a set of (accepting) states of the system, which we also denote by 
is satisfiable. An invariant is a safety property that states that a certain predicate holds of all reachable states of . In this case t is the set of states that satisfy that predicate.
The search for a y such that (3) is satisfiable can obviously be restricted to the range j ' ' c 5 e k . Hence, in theory, the process is guaranteed to terminate. In practice, the number of states is too large to be of any practical use, and tighter upper bounds for y are sought. In model checking approaches that are based on fixpoint computations [McM94,ABE00,WBCG00,McM02], the maximum value of y is provided by the number of iterations needed to reach convergence. On the other hand, for algorithms that directly check the satisfiability of (3), the diameter of the graph [BCCZ99] or bounds obtained from the structure of the hardware model have been proposed [BKA02] . Here we summarize a method proposed in [SSS00] that is of particular interest to us.
A simple path is one that visits a state at most once. If some state in } t is reachable, there must exist a simple path from an initial state to it that does not go 
is satisfiable. Checking the two conditions above then amounts to checking that either of the following formulae is unsatisfiable.
Note that the predicate corresponding to the set
provides a very flexible framework for the description of abstraction. In this paper, however, we consider the following restricted definition. Open system 
is satisfiable. The satisfying assignments to (8) are the shortest-length abstract counterexamples (ACEs). If Ç ¾ Ç one or more ACEs are checked for concretization. That is, one checks whether (3) has solutions that agree with the ACE(s)
being checked. Because of the additional constraints provided by the ACEs, a concretization test is often less expensive that the satisfiability check of (3). However, its failure only indicates that the abstract error traces are spurious. Therefore, if the concretization test fails, one chooses a refined abstraction è é ê and repeats the process, until one of these cases occurs. . In this final case, the satisfiability check of (8) answers the model checking question conclusively. This is an undesirable outcome because the purpose of abstraction is defeated.
When the refinement
is chosen with the help of the information provided by the failed concretization test, one talks of counterexample-guided abstraction refinement.
The cone of influence (direct support) of a property is the union of the cones of influence (direct supports) of all the variables mentioned in the property. Cone-ofinfluence reduction refers to the abstraction in which è ó is the COI of the property. It is commonly applied before any model checking is attempted, because it satisfies
Algorithm
Our algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 . Initially, an abstract model The goal of the refinement procedure is to find a minimal set of latches not in which, after being added to the abstract model, can kill all the counterexamples
of the length Q . Our refinement algorithm is based on computing and analyzing the unsatisfiable core [GN03, ZM03] (I.e., the time step from which the ACE is no longer concretizable in the concrete model.) A conflict dependency graph is built from the unsatisfiable BMC obtained by constraining the concrete model with the single spurious ACE up to the failure index time step. The refinement set is then computed by analyzing the conflict dependency graph. In our algorithm, however, we do not use a single abstract counterexample to constrain the BMC instance (and we do not compute the failure index). Rather, an unconstrained BMC instance (on the concrete model, for path length up to Q ) is used for the concretization test; such a BMC instance covers all the possible length-Q spurious abstract counterexamples.
(ii) In [CCKR 02], the invisible latches (those not currently in S T ) are added to the refinement set if their corresponding literals at the failure index time step appear in the conflict dependency graph. In our algorithm, all the literals (which correspond to either latches or internal logic gates at different time steps) appearing in the unsatisfiable core are recorded in the SAT solver. However, only those invisible latches whose next-state variable literals (i.e., the literals corresponding to the input variable of a latch at a different time step) appear in the unsatisfiable core are added to the refinement set. This refinement set, when added to S T , is sufficient to kill all length-Q spurious abstract counterexamples. Our algorithm for picking refinement variables is shown in Fig. 4 . The original "sufficient set" (i.e., nsVarSet in the pseudo code) may or may not be minimal; hence, refinement minimization is used to get rid of the redundant latches in the refinement set before the function returns. In some cases, the number of redundant invisible latches in nsVarSet may be too large, causing REFINEMENTMINIMIZATION to spend too much time. The while loop, together with a threshold, is used to heuristically get a smaller "sufficient set" for the refinement minimization: Each time, only a certain number of invisible latches are picked from nsVarSet, after which (3) is checked to see if they are already sufficient.
(iii) Our refinement minimization algorithm is also somewhat different from [CCKR 02].
Both methods remove redundant latches greedily. Each latch in turn is tentatively removed. If (3) remains unsatisfiable, the remaining latches are still sufficient, and the dropped latch is indeed redundant; otherwise, that latch is restored to the refinement set. In our method, the order in which invisible latches are removed in the minimization procedure is based on the relative correlation of each candidate latch to the current abstract model. The relative
correlation of an invisible latch equals the ratio of the number of gates in the COI of this latch which are already in the abstract model divided by the total number of gates in the COI of this latch. Intuitively, the larger the relative correlation of a latch, the larger effect it will have when added to or subtracted from the current abstract model. The invisible latches of the current sufficient set are sorted by Function COMPUTERELATIVECORRELATIONARRAY: The one with the smaller relative correlation is considered of less importance, and thus will be tested for deletion earlier. In this way, we can concentrate on the important invisible latches and at the same time keep the refined abstract model small.
Our approach is also related to the one of [MA03] . Both approaches check all counterexamples of a certain lenght at once by a model checking run on the concrete model. The main differences are:
(i) We use SAT, instead of a BDD-based model checker, for the abstract model. This will give our method an advantage in proofs that require an abstract model of size comparable to that of the concrete one.
(ii) Our abstraction grows at each refinement, and we use refinement minimization to control its size, whereas the abstraction of [MA03] is computed from scratch each time. Refinement minimization requires repeated BMC runs; these, however, are runs on the abstract model. In the experiments reported in Section 4, refinement minimization was never the bottleneck, and it could be further sped up by using an incremental SAT solver.
Experimental Results
To evaluate the technique of Section 3, we compared four algorithms: an implementation of the BMC [BCCZ99] Fig. 1 . Since in the concrete model, the longest simple path is long, SSS failed to complete, even though PURESAT finished within one second.
The results are shown in Table 1 . The first column is the name of the model, the second column indicates whether each property passes or fails; if a property fails, the number in this column is the length of the counterexample. The third column gives the number of latches in the cone of influence of the property. The fourth column lists the time of BMC. A time in parentheses is the time elapsed when the process ran out of memory. In our experiments, the time limit was set to 8 hours. 
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The fifth column is the time of SSS; the sixth column shows the time for PURESAT; the seventh column is the number of latches in the final abstract model. If the time is greater than 8 hours, the number in parentheses in the next column is the number of latches in the abstract model when time ran out. The next two columns are the data for GRAB. All CPU times are in seconds except when noted. The algorithm labeled BMC can check inductive invariants. However, no such properties are included in our set of experiments. From the table we can see that, in general, for passing properties, PURESAT is better than both BMC and SSS. For failing properties, with a few exceptions, BMC is best, while PURESAT is better than GRAB. For the largest model, like IU, whose COI contains 4493 latches, PURESAT is the only one being able to verify the property. Interestingly, GRAB and PURESAT fail to finish similar numbers of experiments (4 for GRAB and 3 for PURESAT). However, the two sets of failures are disjoint. This is an encouraging sign for the development of a hybrid algorithm that may switch between BDDs and SAT for the analysis of the abstract models.
Though PURESAT appears to be reasonably robust, there are only three cases in Table 1 in which it manages to be fastest. This is in part due to the fact that the implementation is still preliminary. 
